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Abstract 
Mobile IPv6 was proposed to provide mobility support to IPv6 based mobile devices. It includes a route optimization 
procedure, to overcome the problem of triangular routing, which allows the correspondent node to send packets 
directly to the mobile node’s care-of address. However, when both communicating devices are mobile, Mobile IPv6’s 
route optimization can not handle the handover thus service disruption occurs and communication is stopped. This 
paper presents a new DNS-assisted solution for Mobile IPv6 to overcome the problem of simultaneous mobility. The 
proposed mechanism makes some necessary changes in the Mobile IPv6’s route optimization procedure and executes 
handover differently in different scenarios depending upon the type of mobility of communicating nodes in 
overlapped or non-overlapped coverage access networks. Simulation results show that when proposed mechanism 
was used for simultaneous mobility, it successfully resumed the communication as compared to Mobile IPv6 where 
communication was stopped.     
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1. Introduction 
Mobility on the Internet has turned into an important problem with the increase of mobile computing 
use in everyday life and due to the evolution of ubiquitous networking technologies over the past decade. 
From the viewpoint of network, mobility support can be defined as the ability of a node to change the 
network points of attachment while maintaining any existing connections alive. As mobility management 
is such a feature that has no well defined position in classical TCP/IP protocol stacks (Eddy, 2004), hence 
there are many ongoing researches for this problem at different layers. At the network layer, a common 
solution is Mobile IP (MIP) (Perkins, 2002).  
 
It is a standard proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that provides mobility services 
to IPv4 hosts for mobile communication. MIP introduces a point of indirection into the routing 
architecture thus providing transparent support for host mobility. It sets up a home agent (HA) that 
intercepts packets destined for a mobile node (MN), which is currently away from its home network, and 
forwards them to the mobile node via a foreign agent (FA). However, MIP is known to suffer from the 
problem of triangular routing, high latency and high packet loss rate at the IP layer.  
 
Mobile IPv6 (Perkins, 2011) was proposed by the IETF to support mobility services for IPv6 based 
clients. Mobile IPv6 proposed a route optimization procedure using Return Routability to remove the 
problem of triangular routing by making direct communication between mobile and correspondent nodes 
(CN). The Return Routability has its own pros and cons (Arkko, Vogt & Haddad, 2007) and many 
variants have been proposed in literature (Vogt & Arkko, 2007). Some other end-to-end mobility 
management protocols were also proposed in the literature and a performance comparison of these end-to-
end protocols for TCP is made in (Shah, Yousaf, Qayyum & Hasbullah, 2012). 
 
All the solutions, discussed the mobility management in reference to one node being mobile and the 
other node as the static node. A common feature that a mobility management solution should provide is 
simultaneous mobility support, that is, two communicating devices may move simultaneously and may 
initiate handover. When the two nodes move simultaneously, then both become unreachable from one 
another, because no one has the information of the other node’s movement. 
 
In this paper, we have proposed a new scheme to support simultaneous mobility for communicating 
mobile nodes. This scheme is proposed for Mobile IPv6 but it is a generic approach and can be used in 
any mobility management protocol that allows direct communication between mobile node and 
correspondent node and is operating from Network or upper layers of the TCP/IP protocol stack. 
 
Organization of the rest of paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the related work done so far in 
literature for simultaneous mobility management. In Section 3, we have discussed the basic handover 
mechanism of Mobile IPv6 and the problem of mobility handling in case of simultaneous mobility. 
Section 4 presents the proposed idea and in section 5 simulation and results have been presented. Section 
6 concludes the paper.  
2.  Related Work 
Simultaneous mobility support solutions have been discussed in literature but different from our 
proposed approach in the sense that majority of the approaches require additional network entity. e.g. 
Host Identity Protocol (Nikander et.al. 2008) require a Rendezvous Server in the network. Similarly local 
connection translation (LCT) based handoff protocol (Guo, Guo, Zhang & Zhu, 2004) also requires 
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Subscription/Notification (S/N) server in the network to support simultaneous mobility support and 
problem of mobile devices behind network address translation (NAT) box. 
 
An improved version of TCP-Migrate was proposed in (Wu, Le, & Zhang, 2007) that attempt to handle 
the problem of simultaneous movement of two communicating nodes with DNS handover assistance. The 
idea is based on the assumption that whenever a node moves away from an access network and is going to 
initiate vertical handover, it should query DNS about the status of peer node. After getting reply from the 
DNS, vertical handover should be triggered. As a practical experience it is possible that when a mobile 
node queries DNS then the peer node was in an access network and after that it moves to some other 
access network. Thus before initiating handover each time, querying the DNS is much costly in respect of 
time. 
 
A new simultaneous handover scheme for IEEE 802.11 WLANs with IEEE 802.21 triggers was 
introduced in (Przemyslaw & Wo’zniak, 2010). The solution is for Mobile IPv4 and involves the home 
agent. It has nothing to do with the route optimization. Another solution which is based on home agent to 
solve Mobile IPv6 simultaneous mobility problem uses multiple bindings of care-of addresses for a 
mobile node (Liu, Li, He & Wang, 2006) This solution has improved the MNs’ handoff performance but 
the problem is, as mobile node might be reachable through a single care-of address and sending copies to 
every care-of address consumes considerable wireless network resources.   
3. Mobility Management in Mobile IPv6 
Mobile IPv6 is intended to enable IPv6 nodes to move from one IP subnet to another while they are 
away from their home. It sends information about its current location to a home agent (HA). The HA 
intercepts packets addressed to the mobile node and tunnels them to the mobile node’s present location. 
The tunneling of packets results in triangular routing. To overcome this problem, route optimization is 
proposed.  
 
Mobile IPv6’s route optimization uses return routability procedure to secure the communication 
(Perkins & Arkko, 2011). This procedure is accomplished through home test and care-of test. For the 
home test, Home test Init (HoTI) and Home Test (HoT) messages are exchanged between the mobile 
node and correspondent node via the home agent. Care-of test includes Care-of Test Init (CoTI) and Care-
of Test (CoT) to be exchanged between mobile node and correspondent node directly.  
 
After the successful completion of home test and care-of test, mobile node sends Binding Update (BU) 
to correspondent node directly. This is responded with Binding Acknowledgement (BA). After receiving 
BA, now mobile node can receive data from corresponding node directly without involving the 
bidirectional tunneling through HA. Fig 1 shows the handover procedure of Mobile IPv6 handover with 
route optimization. 
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Fig 1. Mobile IPv6 handover with route optimization 
In case both the communicating nodes moves simultaneously, then node A sends CoTI and HoTI and 
HA forwards HoTI messages to the node B, which is no longer available at its previous location. Hence 
these messages are lost. Similarly, node B sends same messages which are lost. Hence, both the 
communicating ends have become unreachable from each other and communication stops, as shown in 
Fig 2. Mobile IPv6 has no well defined procedure to handle this problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2. Problem with Mobile IPv6 handover for simultaneous mobility 
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4. Proposed Idea for Simultaneous Mobility Support 
To overcome the problem of simultaneous mobility handling in Mobile IPv6, a new mechanism has 
been proposed. The proposed mechanism behaves differently in different scenarios and may take help 
from DNS in the case when both nodes become unreachable in the old access network. In case of 
mobility, after getting a new live IP address, mobile node performs the DNS dynamic updates to update 
its current location with the DNS [10]. Different scenarios for the simultaneous movement of two 
communicating nodes are as follows. 
4.1. Scenarios for Simultaneous Movement 
The mobility of mobile nodes may be across access network with overlapped and non-overlapped 
coverage access. Hence, on the basis of this mobility, three different scenarios are possible for 
simultaneous mobility. Fig. 3 shows the scenarios for simultaneous movement of two communicating 
nodes. In the first case, both communicating nodes enter into some other access network while remaining 
in the old access network. Here both nodes are present in the overlapped coverage regions of two 
different access networks and are accessible through both, old and new, access networks. This is shown as 
M1 and M2 in Fig 3(a). 
 
In the second case, node A, while moving, looses connectivity in old access network and then enters 
into some other access network, whereas node B enters into the overlapping region of two different access 
networks. This is shown as M3 and M4 in Fig 3(b). 
In the third case, both of the communicating nodes move simultaneously out of their attached network 
and loose connectivity. After some time both enter into some other access network and get connectivity. 
This is shown as M5 and M6 in Fig 3(c).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3(a). Mobility in overlapped coverage access networks 
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Fig. 3(b). Mobility in mixed overlapped and non-overlapped coverage access networks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3(c). Mobility in non-overlapped coverage access networks 
4.2. Proposed Simultaneous Mobility Support Algorithm for Mobile IPv6 
To decide for the type of mobility whether it is normal or simultaneous, proposed solution uses the IP 
addresses of other node. The IP address of remote node helps to decide whether the handover initiated is 
simultaneous or not. My_old_IP and My_new_IP are the home and care-of addresses for a node in the old 
network and in the new network respectively. Similarly, His_old_IP and His_new_IP are the home and 
care of addresses of the correspondent node in the old and in the new network respectively. ExpectedIP is 
a list of IP addresses at mobile node which contains the nodes own IP address through which it wants to 
communicate with the external world and the IP addresses of peer nodes to which node is currently 
communicating. When an handover is initiated then ExpectedIP = {My_new_IP , His_old_IP}. 
4.2.1. Mobility in scenario I 
In this scenario, both of the communicating nodes enter into some overlapped coverage access region. 
Algorithm1 shows the details of this procedure. 
Algorithm 1:  Mobility in overlapped coverage access regions 
x Send CoTI( )and HoTI( ) messages to correspondent node and home agent respectively with Source IP=My_new_IP 
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and Destination IP=His_old_IP 
x Change State = HO_Initiated 
x Waiting for CoT( ) with Source IP= His_old_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP  
x Receive CoTI( ) from other node with Source IP= His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_old_IP  
x Check the Source IP and Destination IP addresses of packet received in Expected IP 
x IF both Source IP and Destination IP do not exist in Expected IP 
◦ Change State = HO_Simultaneous 
◦ Send CoT ( ) with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
◦ Receive CoT( ) with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ Change State= Handover 
◦ Send Binding Update with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
◦ Receive Binding ACK with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ State=Normal 
4.2.2. Mobility in scenario II 
In this scenario, node A moves into an overlapped coverage access region and node B moves to a non-
overlapped coverage access region. Details of the procedure are presented in Algorithm 2. 
 
Algorithm 2:  Mobility in mixed overlapped and non-overlapped coverage access regions 
At Node A: 
x Sends CoTI( )and HoTI ( ) messages to correspondent node and home agent respectively with Source IP=My_new_IP 
and Destination IP=His_old_IP 
x Change State = HO_Initiated 
x Waiting for CoT( ) with Source IP= His_old_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP but Timeout occurs 
x Query DNS for correspondent node 
◦ Receive His_new_IP as the new IP address of correspondent node 
◦ Change State=HO_Simultaneous 
x Send CoT I( ) with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
x Receive CoTI( ) from other node with Source IP= His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ Send CoT( ) with Source IP= My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP  
x Receive CoT( )  with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ Change State= Handover 
◦ Send Binding Update with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
◦ Receive Binding ACK with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ State=Normal 
At Node B: 
x Sends CoTI( )and HoTI( ) messages to correspondent node and home agent respectively with Source IP=My_new_IP 
and Destination IP=His_old_IP 
x Change State = HO_Initiated 
x Waiting for CoT( ) with Source IP= His_old_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP  
x Receive CoTI( ) from other node with Source IP= His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP  
x Check the Source IP and Destination IP addresses of packet received in Expected IP 
x IF Source IP does not exist and Destination IP exists in Expected IP 
◦ Change State = HO_Simultaneous 
◦ Send CoT( ) with Source IP= My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP  
◦ Send CoT I( )with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
◦ Receive CoT( )  with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ Change State= Handover 
◦ Send Binding Update with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
◦ Receive Binding ACK with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ State=Normal 
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4.2.3. Mobility in scenario III 
 
In this scenario, both nodes move into non overlapped coverage access regions. Algorithm 3 shows the 
details of this scenario. 
5. Simulation and Initial Results 
To evaluate the performance of proposed mechanism for simultaneous handover support, 
implementations were done in widely used ns-2 network simulator. The implementations were based on 
the mobiwan patch for Mobile IPv6 [13] by making some changes in it. The changes were made in the 
care-of test (CoTI and CoT). The DNS lookup operation was also incorporated. The simulation model of 
[9] was used but with a single DNS server instead of using separate DNS servers in each network.  
 
 
        (a). TCP segment sequence number with time                                  (b). Number of packets loss with time 
Fig  4. Comparison of Mobile IPv6 and proposed solution 
 
Algorithm 3:  Mobility in non-overlapped coverage access regions 
x Sends CoTI( )and HoTI ( ) messages to correspondent node and home agent respectively with Source IP=My_new_IP 
and Destination IP=His_old_IP 
x Change State = HO_Initiated 
x Waiting for CoT( ) with Source IP= His_old_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP but Timeout occurs 
x Query DNS for correspondent node 
◦ Receive His_new_IP as the new IP address of correspondent node 
x Send CoT I( ) with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
x Receive CoTI( ) from other node with Source IP= His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ Send CoT( ) with Source IP= My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP  
x Receive CoT ( ) with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ Change State= Handover 
◦ Send Binding Update with Source IP=My_new_IP and Destination IP= His_new_IP 
◦ Receive Binding ACK with Source IP=His_new_IP and Destination IP= My_new_IP 
◦ State=Normal 
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Results obtained from simulation shown performance improvement with the proposed solution. Fig 
4(a) shows the TCP segment sequence number increase with time for Scenarios III. It can be observed 
that after time t=15 seconds, when handover was initiated then communication was stopped with Mobile 
IPv6 whereas the proposed solution resumed the communication successfully executing the handover 
from both sides. Packet loss comparison of proposed solution and Mobile IPv6 is shown in Fig 4(b). 
Result show that after the initiation of simultaneous mobility Mobile IPv6 was unable to resume the 
communication but the proposed solution resumed the communication. Hence, all the packets which were 
destined to mobile node were lost in case of Mobile IPv6. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have proposed a new DNS-assisted simultaneous mobility management procedure for 
Mobile IPv6. The existing work for simultaneous mobility management either use to query DNS for 
every movement or generates multiple copies of handover signaling message thus resulting in overhead. 
They also focused only on a single scenario when both of the communicating nodes become unreachable. 
But in reality, simultaneous mobility can take place in situations where mobile node is still reachable 
through old network. Proposed solution performs DNS lookup only in the case when mobile node has not 
received any message from other end and timeout occurs. The handover was successfully executed just 
making use of care-of test messages and the source and destination IP addresses of packet received. 
Simulation result shown that the proposed mechanism successfully resumed the communication after 
simultaneous mobility but communication was stopped when using Mobile IPv6.  
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